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The origins: perceived urgent need March 2021 
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In house design and production of respirators
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3D printed connectors

Initial evaluation



Early PeRSo prototype and open access design
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Downloaded almost 2,500 times

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmedt.2021.664259/full



Production version:  INDO Lighting and wave 1 
implementation
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Lecture theatre 2

https://www.baynhams.com/covid-19

Deployed on COVID positive wards in place of surgical face mask

“I have felt sick with fear every day coming to work, now I feel safe”



Prospective feedback via online survey

 Significant findings vs droplet protection  
– more comfortable (p 0.011)

– harder to doff (p < 0.001)

– patients respond better (p 0.044)

– wearer feels safer (p < 0.0001) 

– overall experience is better (p 0.006)

 1,396 staff requested reissue for wave 2
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Regulatory hurdles for use in place of FFP3 
masks

 PeRSo 3.0 approved 22nd September 2020
– Previously certified PAPR with medical grade filter inserted

 PeRSo 1.0 approved 6th April 2021
– Simple mass produced version made in UK
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• Validation of efficacy of killing SARS-CoV-2

• Previously approved PAPRs did not have to 
go through same validations



Additional benefits of wide PeRSo use

 During second wave, 3,629 deployed across trust

 5% of staff who fail fit testing could return to work

 Much more robust FFP3 supply as daily use minimised

 No failure during use, compared to 18% mask failure during CPR
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COVID absences Jan – Mar 2021
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2.5-fold lower staff absence at UHS during pandemic versus at worst performing Trust



Advantages of inexhaustible high efficacy PPE
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BBC: 19th January 2021

BBC: August 2020 BBC: 24h April 2021 SAGE advice

BMJ: 8th December 2020

MedRxiv: 1st February 2021
BBC: 3rd June 2021



Guidance for CDC and HSE support powered respirator 
use
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https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npptl/topics/respirators/factsheets/respsars.html

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg53.pdf

https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npptl/topics/respirators/factsheets/respsars.html
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg53.pdf


Economic modelling: cost saving after 8 – 12 weeks 
vs FFP3
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Red line = time to cost saving, based on an ITU with 180 staff, comparing 
disposable PPE with PeRSo use and all ongoing costs

UHS ITU during second wave



Summary

 Widespread respirator deployment has been successful in a 
large NHS trust

– Preferred by staff

– Preferred by patients

– Cost-saving after approximately 2 months

– Environmentally sustainable

– Communication is much better: we all lip read partially

– Associate with low staff absence and low mortality

 We propose that personal respirators should become part 
of PPE strategy for the chronic phase of the pandemic
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University Hospital Southampton Outcomes
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Challenges to mass implementation
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Stakeholder Role and responsibilities

Director and nursing leads for infection prevention and control Protocols for use, donning and doffing, assessment of usage 
areas

Medical and nursing director Prioritising staff for roll-out; ensuring compliance with 
regulatory guidance

Communications Updating all staff on deployment and prioritisation strategy of 
new PPE; news release to inform public

Logistics and estates Deployment centres, storage areas, charging stations
7 day distribution needed in December / January

Education team Training staff in use, cleaning, storage, return at end of contract

Procurement and Purchasing Confirming contract and delivery schedule, liaising with design 
team for technical aspects of manufacture, replacement hoods, 
spare batteries, on site storage arrangements 

Local industry Production of units, shipping in parts, regulatory approvals

University Initial concept and prototype evaluation; prospective analysis of 
deployment

End users:  Doctors, nurses, healthcare assistants, research 
teams, phlebotomists, cleaning staff, porters

Compliance with training, storage, ongoing use, return when 
leaving post



Wave 1 data further support widespread deployment
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Thorax 11th Sept 2020 

Lancet Respiratory Medicine 2021 In press

At least a 3-fold increased risk of positive COVID-19 test

Lancet Public Health 31st July 2020 
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